Surface Ruptures Observed at Ejido Saltillo, Baja California after the Mexicali Valley Earthquake of 9 June, 1980 by Sharp, R. V.
The observations and measurements of displacement were made in the field without 
benefit of detailed maps or aerial photographs. Several days later, I reconstructed the traces of 
new rupture on aerial photographs from memory and photographs taken in the field. These 
traces are shown in Figure 7.2. Although some of the breaks are located precisely with respect 
to road intersections, etc., many may be only within several tens of meters of their actual posi-
tions . 
._ Description of surface fractures. The 'fractures at ~ido Saltillo broke the ground surface 
discontinuously along a north-northwest-trending zone for at least a kilometer near the west 
side of the settlement. At the southeast.,_ end of the zone where they were best developed, and 
at the highway, the fractures grouped in the left-stepping en echelon pattern that is characteris-
tic of right-lateral surf ace faulting. At other locations, the en echelon pattern was not obvious, 
and at some places the principal component of displacement appeared to be vertical rather than 
horizontal. .. 
Locality A: The surface fractures at this location were pristine on June 12, and they 
showed the greatest displacement that we found. The breaks consisted of an en echelon series 
of slightly gaping fissures oriented about north-south, and the zone of breaks trended about 
10° -15° west or north (Figure 7 .3). Pre-earthquake harrow-disc grooves in this field provided 
reference marks from which the displacement could be determined accurately; at A the largest 
component of slip, 16.Scm, was right lateral in sense, and the vertical component, up on the 
west, was lOcm. At most other places in this field, the horizontal component was much less 
and the vertical component appeared to be nearly zero. 
The breaks died out southward within this field but we did not determine their extent 
accurately. We checked the north levee of Canal Delta Numero Uno and found no rupture. If 
other undiscovered breaks occurred closer to the epicenter, they were not continuous with 
those in this field. 
Locality B: This location is at the only concrete-lined canal in the zone of surf ace breaks. 
The canal showed evidence of slight buckling, and we judged that the side east of the buckle 
may have raised slightly. The canal remained straight, so that horizontal slip here was 
apparently absent. There was a small hairline extensional crack crossing the east levee about 
normal to its length. This crack may have been caused by shaking rather than displacement of 
the ground. 
Locality C: A line of surface cracks here was observed h •esidents after the earthquake, 
but they were not visible at the time of our inspecti n. J. · . · ':·u~t· il10·1 · ~g dus1 raised by 
traffic passing on the adjacent dirt road accounted for ol •:terat; · ... .. :.;f .- ; )W ·.: J.cks . we detected 
no obvious sigri of vertical displacement of the dust-c·Jvered 1 roun-- : 1!ffa!"~ thai would have 
been more difficult to obscure. 
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Figure 7.1. Regional map showing the epicenter of the 1980 Victoria 
earthquake, surface ruptures at Ejido Saltillo, and the 
traces of the Imperial and Cerro Prieto faults. Dotted 
line represents Canal Delta Numero Uno. 
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Figure 7.2 Map of fault features at Ejido Saltillo. Li.ght lines indicate 
the following cultural features: single solid lines - land 
Boundaries, edges of fields, drainage ditches, and irrigation 
canals; double solid lines - pavement of Pascualitos - Pescaderos 
highway; double dashed lines - unpaved secondary roads and 
levee roads. Heavy lines represent new surface fractures and 
other possible fault traces: solid lines - fractures observed 
on ground surface in this investigation; dashed lines - observed 
fractures whose extents were not determined, and fractures that 
were observed by residents but were obliterated before our 
investigation; dotted line - pronounce~ lineament in cultivated 
field that is visible on aert~l p~dt~~~aphs. Letters at arrows 
indicate localities discussed in the text. · 
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Figure 7,4 En echelon fractures and vertical deformation at locality D. 
View is toward north. 
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Discussion. These breaks appear to be primary tectonic features because: (1) no evidence 
of liquefaction or other secondary breakage of the ground surf ace was observed around ~ido 
Saltillo; (2) the left-stepping en echelon pattern of rupture was well developed at localities A 
and D; and (3) the deformation in the pavement at locality D suggested that movement of a 
similar kind had occurred before the 1980 Mexicali Valley earthquake. 
A fault along these breaks might be related to the Imperial fa ult whose southernmost 
documented rupture in the 1940 Imperial Valley earthquake lies about 8km to the northwest. 
Because field checking of the 1940 rupture south of that point was cursory, there is no definite 
information on whether additional fault strands at the location of Ejido Saltillo might have been 
active in 1940. In his book Elementary Seismology (p.494), C.F. Richter mentions (without dis-
cussion) rcoons of additi0nal 19~0 faulting south of the mapped Imperial fault rupture. as well 
as north-sm•th crad<s vis : ~te on 1941 aerial photographs; whether the 1980 breaks at Ejido Sal-
tillo coind de \\-ilh :ny cf ·· :ese is \.inknown at pr-~sent. 
No dearly i • ~fined 3Carp was detected at any location along the new ground ruptures. 
However. 1'•11d >.;r~ ·.ling anJ levell ·1g ass• -'.ated ·:1ith the agricultural activity and road construc-
tion coul · ~ we ..:L.:11pletely eras ~· ! a prec velo~- ·1ent swirp if the relief on it was small. There is 
·, 
..... 
. , 
The largest fractures seen in this area were found near drains or irrigation canals. These 
fractures seem to be purely extensional features associated with the canals and also with the 
shallow liquefied layer. Perhaps, the digging of the canal involved removal of a significant por-
tion of the overlying stiff silt of clay. The failure took place along the weakest part of the over-
lying stiff material (photo 3). We did not see any major damage to structures moving south of 
the geothermal field and passing the towns of Delta and Oaxaca. However, immediately upon 
leaving Oaxaca the road at the southeast of the town had many extensional transverse cracks 
(photo 4) . Some of these cracks showed right lateral movement of about 2cm. Following this 
main road, we drove for about Skm looking for some evidence of the Cerro Prieto fault. Using 
• seismic evidence alone, (Reyes 1979), this is a place where the fault can be traced, and there-
fore this should be the site to look for any tectonic features related to the fault; unfortunately, 
we could not find any, of these features . 
The general damage increased substantially from Olachea to Pescaderos, besides the dam-
age in the agricultural areas (photo 5); the destruction in Pescaderos was very high. The dam-
age here was definitely more severe than what we observed elsewhere; a quick view shows that 
13 out of 39 adobe houses suffered major damage (including complete collapse) and this was 
also the case of two out of 19 concrete block houses (photos 6,7,8). It was also in this area 
where the railroad was warped and bridges ..Vere affected to the point that the rail traffic was 
interrupted for several days (photos 9,10). .;: " · 
According to Allen (personal com~uni~tion) the Cerro Prieto fault can be seen on the 
surface south of Pescaderos. He describes a 19w scarp near to an old school within a cotton 
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